
“The WhisperGLIDE swing is a product that meets 
a specialized need. It is an incredibly 
adaptive piece of equipment.

The swing has unparalleled sensory 
stimulation ... Residents can receive upper
extremity movement in a relaxed atmosphere.”

– Jennifer Szajacs Strohl, CTRS
Good Shepherd Homes, Allentown and Bethlehem, PA

“A child with a life-threatening illness,
Courtney has spent many hours in her 
swing, enjoying its soothing motion
and being outside.”

– Joyce Baird, Director   
Make-A-Wish Foundation, Urbandale, IA  

“The WhisperGLIDE has been a huge benefit...
for all ages, ability levels and disability 
populations.” 

– Kayla Anason, Program Manager   
Eden Wood Center, Eden Prairie, Minnesota  

Vinson and Jennifer (right) enjoying an afternoon 
at Grandma’s House Garden at Westminster Care, Orlando, Florida  

“I highly recommend the
WhisperGLIDE Company. For
many reasons we have recently
ordered 4 more swings.”

– Joan Stevens, QMRP, 
Quest, Inc., Tampa, FL  

Halley’s smile tells it all!  Home of  the
Innocents, in Louisville, Kentucky. 

The WhisperGLIDE Swing 
is a Silent Caregiver

S P E C I A L N E E D S



For everyone — experience the feeling of Glider Swinging  

v Creates joy, delight, and smiles! v Gives opportunity for social interaction!  

v Appeals to all ages and abilities!   The WhisperGLIDE is an important bridge 

to good times and feeling connected!  

Relaxing Fun!

Safety Considerations 
• The simple dual lockup feature prevents movement of swing during entry and exit.

• Safety Information on large print labels on the swing give specific directions for 
secure use of the swing.  

• The commercial-grade WhisperGLIDE Swing is engineered to be stable and safe.  

All Ages, Ability Levels and 
Disability Populations Together  

“Not only does the swing give a calm,
relaxing experience, it also provides a fun
way to get some exercise, learn balance
and maintain range of motion. Some
love it so much they have to be given
time limits so others can enjoy it.”

– Gini Himes, Activities Director

Vernon Manor, Wabash, Indiana

“The swing allows children and adults
to transcend their disability and enjoy
the simple pleasure of swinging. It’s a
unique therapeutic tool for physical
therapy in a natural environment.”

– Julie Cole, Director of Development

Westminster Care, Orlando, Florida

“Our residents enjoy the chance to 
participate in an activity that puts them
face-to-face with their parent rather than
the usual walk around the grounds.”

– Dawn Huckins, Administrator, Truman Smith

Children's Care Center, Gladewater, Texas

Tuned to the Core Joys of Life!
A Family of Friends  •  Shared Moments  •  
Face-to-Face Meaningful Experiences 

“The WhisperGLIDE swing is solid,
safe and great fun for both staff and
students and has become the focal point
of the whole playground.”

--Bob Kelleher, Director of Education
Abilities First School, Poughkeepsie, NY

“The swings have been an enormous 

hit... exceptionally simple to use and, 

more importantly, safe to use.”
--Holly Jarek, Administrator,

Seven Hills Pediatric Center, Groton, MA

“Everyone loves the safety features. 
It is built to be strong and safe.”

--Sister Catherine Paone, Administrator, 
Villa Walsh, Morristown, NJ

Attention to Safety 

““The swing improves 
clinical outcomes and 
quality of life.” 

– Angel McGarrity-Davis, RNC, 
CDONA, NHA  
Clearwater, Florida  



“I call it Serenity in Motion
and I wish they had it in more
facilities I visit.”

– Roni Santone, a companion aide
Human Resources Center of Carbon 
County, Jim Thorpe, Pennsylvania

“Our WhisperGLIDE swings 
create an immediate and
positive impact on the 
frequency and quality of interac-
tion between the able-bodied
and those mobility impaired.”

– Michael E. Crawford, Ph.D.
Monroe-Meyer Institute
Univ of Nebraska Medical Center

“The swing is both fun and 
relaxing for every age!”

– Activity Director,
Brethren's Home, Greenville, Ohio  

Others Say it Best
“We have several swings.
It warms my heart when 
I see multiple generations of a
family on  a swing with one of
our residents. Everyone has
a smile, feeling happy and 
satisfied because there is 
something for people of all ages.
Young and old can safely enjoy
the swing as they enjoy each
other's company.”

Pat J. Vincent, CEO
Three Links Care Center
Northfield, Minnesota  

A Center of Attraction for Almost Everyone!  

Model 601, easily adjusts to fit almost ALL wheelchairs! 

“We see an abundance of smiles 
when the two WhisperGLIDEs 
are in action. It's amazing! 
The benefits of the vestibular 
stimulation are visible – relaxation 
and spinal alignment improvement.”

– Sarah Doege, Assistant Manager

Park Lawn Activity Center

Oak Lawn, Illinois  

We’ll help you get started! Call today! 

• Businesses  • Individuals (Existing & 
Potential Donors)  • Spend downs 
• Service Groups (examples: Rotary, Lions, 
and others.)  • Memorials  • Foundations 
• Resident Council Efforts  • Matching 
Funds from your facility’s budget  • Grants  
• Events (Raffles, Golf Tournaments, 
Bake Sales)  • State or County Funding   

Fundraising
Possible Sources 



prior to welding.  Most welds are “complete 
circumference”, running along the entire 
joint of the welded pieces.  

3.  Stainless Steel 
From the assembly bolts and nuts to the lock-up shafts 
and swing pivot shafts, our extensive use of stainless steel gives confidence
even in the most extreme environments.  These components are primarily
high grade alloys, for maximum corrosion resistance.  

4. The Custom Gearbox
The wheelchair-accessible swing 
allows for easy entry and exit, 
simply because the ramp can 
be gracefully lowered and 
raised with the gearbox.  
Materials used include 
stainless steel, bronze and 
aluminum.  The result is a 
smooth-action of grease-enclosed 
components that allows you to use 
the wheelchair ramp with ease.   

Optional Security Lap Bar
The lap bar is easy to place and remove.  
Upper frame clips provided for storage. 

Optional 
Recognition Plaque
An ideal way to 
say “thank you.”  

A close look at excellence 
1.  Whisper-Action Components
The hallmark of the WhisperGLIDE
Swing is the easy swinging action.  
To assure a quiet, smooth ride, we 
use only self lubricating full-length 
bronze bushings, and half-inch 
stainless steel bolts.  Thus, you can easily 
swing by gently moving the table handrail with your hands, 
or by simply pushing on the swing platform with your feet.

2.  Aluminum Frame Construction   
The swing frames are made of aluminum – 

a non-rusting metal which is ideal for use in 
extreme environments.  Strength is a top
priority in our designs.  We use heavy 
gauge aluminum and channels where 
necessary.  Our specified alloy is 

extruded, tempered, and then precision-cut  

5.  The Twin Lock-ups
Twin lock-ups facilitate safety during 
entry and exit.  With simplicity in mind, 
the design of the lock-up receptacles 
provides a secure interface with the 
stainless steel lock-up shafts.  
The swing is thus adequately stable and 
fixed while the lock-ups are deployed.  
Also featured are padlock holes – which 
enable you to completely secure the 
swing in an immovable state, if desired.   

6.  Finishes
It’s no surprise that we utilize a 
state-of-the-art powder paint process 
for finishing – the result of this 
technology speaks of extreme 
durability.  This multi-step process 
applies powder paint using 
electrostatics.  The paint is then baked 
at over 400 degrees, which bonds it to the aluminum, 
providing a hard, scratch resistant surface.  

7.  Vinyl 
The seats, floor, wheelchair platform and ramp are made
of vinyl clad steel. The closed-cell vinyl provides a 
surface that is easy to clean, comfortable, and attractive.
In addition, we incorporate ultraviolet stabilizers directly
into the vinyl, for long-lasting protection.  

For Space Needs and Placement
Place your swing in easily accessible 

and high visibility areas.  Allow enough 
space for safe swing use, entry and exit.  

See www.whisperglide.com for the 
downloadable Swing Location and 

Considerations Guide or 
call 1-800-944-7737.  

© December. 2016, WhisperGLIDE Swing Co.   

* Offers and specifications (e.g. canopy selection) subject to 
change without notice or obligation. 

* Wheelchair not included with wheelchair-accessible gliders.

* TEXTILENE® is a Twitchell Corporation registered trademark.  



How to use the Wheelchair Accessible
WhisperGLIDE Swing 

3. Lower Ramp. 
Push wheelchair onto ramp 
and then platform. 

4. Raise ramp to 
upright position with the 
gearbox crank.  

5. If necessary, re-adjust 
the stop bar to secure the
front wheels.  Lock the
wheelchair brakes.   

2. Adjust the stop bar to 
allow adequate space, for a 
nonstandard wheelchair.   

6. Release both 
swing lockups.  

Swing gently. 

Secure both 
lock-ups before 
exiting.  

Return ramp to 
upright position. 

1. Secure both swing lock-ups
in ground receptacle. 

Distinctive  fabric  choices 
Premium grade fabrics  match elegance and style 
with strength and marine-grade thread durability.  

Call 1-800-944-7737 today for FREE fabric 
samples, which will be sent via US Postal Service.  

For more information Call Toll-Free Today: 
1-800-944-7737 or visit us at:  www.whisperglide.com 

See our WebSite for current Fabric descriptions, 
or call today for free fabric samples sent by US mail. 

Sahara Beauty  (Soft Cream / Silver Gray / 
Light Almond / Mocha Brown)

Earth Bright  (Copper / Tan / Golden / Russet / Bronze)

Sea Breeze (Sky Blue / Navy Blue / White)

Sierra Mountain 
(Almond / Navy Blue / Greens / Creme)

Basketweave  (Earthtones of Tan / 
Light Brown / Silver Gray)

Forest Green   



MADE IN U.S.A. 
Manufactured for WhisperGLIDE
by Crystal Finishing Systems 
in Schofield, Wisconsin 

Experience the Feeling 
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People Need People.  Just the thought of WhisperGLIDE makes you smile. 

WhisperGLIDE Swing Company
1-800-944-7737  • SINCE 1987 

www.whisperglide.com

Making the World A Better Place To Live   

WGC-405B

Price Sheet, Cushion & Canopy fabric colors are found at: 
www.whisperglide.com 

WhisperGLIDE is a Quiet Caregiver
Creating joy, delight, smiles and social interaction for all ages & abilities. 
Why have so many decided to purchase the WhisperGLIDE Swing?  It reduces
loneliness and boredom, welcomes all ages and ability levels, provides light, 
safe exercise, creates great memories, can be enjoyed indoors or outdoors, 
AND is a long lasting investment.  We can even help with fundraising!   

Call today! 1-800-944-7737  

The Wheelchair Accessible Swing 

A safe, calming, soothing cost-effective way to promote balance, 
reduce agitation, anxiety and depression in a positive shared activity.

v Creates great memories

v Provides light, safe exercise 

v Reduces loneliness and boredom 

v Has intergenerational appeal

v Welcomes all ability levels 

v Can be enjoyed indoors or outdoors

v AND, is a long lasting investment! 

The WhisperGLIDE
swing-glider Appeals to All! 

The WhisperGLIDE®

Swings 600 Series model 
• Heavy gauge aluminum frame  

• Robust swing leg and upper frame design 
offer excellent stability  

• Non-porous vinyl-dipped steel platform 
and seats  

• 78” wide canopy gives generous shade  

• Cambridge Bisque Satin Almond Cream 
gloss color frame.  

• Safety handrail & lock-ups   

v Excellent safety features!  

v Very comfortable! 

v Quiet easy swinging action! 

v Swing will never rust! 

v Canopy offers generous shade!

Guaranteed!

“The WhisperGLIDE swing is ...
a unique therapeutic tool 
in a natural environment.”

– Director of Development  
Westminster Care, Orlando, Florida  


